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ABSTRACT

Protein Folding & Self-Organized Criticality

Proteins are known to fold into tertiary structures that determine their functionality in living
organisms. However, the complex dynamics of protein folding and the way they consistently
fold into the same structures is unknown. Experimental studies of the folding process are
difficult as proteins are made of more than one subunit and possess a high degree of
conformational flexibility. Theoretically, self-organized criticality (SOC) has provided a
framework for understanding complex systems in various scientific disciplines through scale
invariance and the associated "fractal" power law behavior. Evidence of this criticality
phenomena has been found in neural systems, cell cultures, and anesthetized animals1. In this
research, we use a simple hydrophobic-polar lattice-bound computational model2 to investigate
self-organized criticality as a possible mechanism for generating complexity in protein folding.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Proteins are considered as one of five macromolecules necessary for life. These organic
compounds perform various functions within a living organism, such as enzyme catalysis,
responding to stimuli, DNA replication, and transferring molecules from one location to another.
Each type of protein is comprised of specific amino acid chains, which are bonded together
through dehydration synthesis. There are 20 different types of amino acids commonly found in
proteins. These amino acids have specific characteristics defined by their side chain. In terms of
the behavior of the side chain with polar solvent like water, they can be classified as hydrophobic
and hydrophilic (polar) amino acids. In order to perform all the tasks and dynamic processes in
the living cells, these amino acid chains have to bind into a specific shape. Every shape
determines a different function and this arrangement of an amino acid chain into a folded
structure to perform various functions is called protein folding3.

1.1.PROTEIN FOLDING DYNAMICS
The thermodynamics in the amino acid structure is the biggest factor in the protein’s ability
to fold. Due to the sequestration of hydrophobic amino acid chains in the interior of the folded
protein, the entropy in the water solvents maximizes, lowering the total energy3. This concept is
also known as the folding funnel theory, which is shown in Figure 1. In the coordinate system
depicted in Figure 1, every point on the surface of the funnel represents a possible conformation
of the amino acid chain and its corresponding energy value. The high entropy means that there
are countless possible conformational states through which the molecule can obtain various
three-dimensional shapes. The high free energy means that the amino acid chain is unstable, and
fluctuates between the different conformational states. The number of available conformational

1

states along with the free energy starts to decrease as the protein starts to fold. At the bottom of
the funnel, the free energy is minimum, where the protein can obtain only one conformational
state4. The amino acids keep adjusting until it finds the global minimum energy state at the
bottom of the funnel.

Figure 1: Folding funnel theory: This theory shows how protein folds into native state by
minimizing their free energy. The water solvent maximizes its energy as the hydrophobic amino
acids form clusters in the core of the protein. This lowers the total free energy of the system.
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1.2.MOTIVATION
1.2.1. Protein Folding & Complexity
We know that the three-dimensional structure of the proteins determine their function,
and it is also vital in order for the protein to adapt to the surrounding environment. However, it is
still unknown as to how the proteins spontaneously retain the same structure every time they
fold. There is still no accepted theory that links the properties of the amino acid chain and the
protein structure. This has distinguished the protein folding process as a complex system.
Complex systems are made of many elements that interact with each other with a dynamically
changing pattern of relations4. Protein folding represents only non-negligible intramolecular
contacts between residues that are sensible to the environment, fulfilling the requirement for
complex systems. Furthermore, the misfolding of proteins can cause various diseases like
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s, which have no known cure to this date3. So, studying the folding
process is important in order to understand why misfolding occurs and how it can be prevented.

Self-organized criticality (SOC) has been a staple statistical theory for understanding
complexity in nature. SOC systems have been known as the generator of complexity, systems
that are internally driven towards a critical point from any initial conditions5. We will go into this
analogy in more details in the upcoming section. SOC has been used to model various
phenomena like plate tectonics, forest fires, stick-slip motion, and electric power system
blackouts5. By linking self-organized criticality with protein folding process, we can understand
the stochastic dynamics of the folding process.
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1.2.2. Protein Folding Simulation
Experimental studies to investigate protein-folding mechanisms are very difficult since
the proteins have a high degree of conformational flexibility, making them fold on the order of
milliseconds6. Furthermore, proteins are microscopic and have more than one subunit. These
factors raise various complications when the kinetics and structure of the folding process are
studied. On the other hand, computational simulation approaches have been successful in
simplifying the folding process and at the same time, mimic the characteristics of real proteins.
Lattice models of proteins have been introduced2 to take into account only the important degrees
of freedom, which provide useful insight into the energy landscape of natural proteins. Since
computational simulation approaches have been successful in studying protein folding, we are
using a statistic based method to study the folding mechanism through 3D lattice protein
simulation.

4

2. THEORY
2.1. SELF-ORGANIZED CRITICALITY
Self-organized criticality (SOC) describes systems that are internally driven towards a critical
point. The critical point is when the system is at the transition between one phase and the other,
also known as the “tipping point”. The phenomenon of SOC was first illustrated by Per Bak,
Chao Tang and Kurt Wiesenfeld through the sand-pile model5. In thermodynamic systems such
as the phase transition of water evaporating into vapor, the critical point is reached only if the
right temperature and pressure are applied. However, Bak introduced a means by which a system
could reach that critical state spontaneously by organizing itself though simple, local interactions
between the elements of the system, thus calling it Self-Organized Criticality. The SOC system is
characterized by a power-law behavior and finite size scaling.
2.1.1. Sand pile Model
Consider a flat surface with a grain of sand being added every unit time interval, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Grain by grain, the sand accumulates and the growing pile eventually
reaches an unstable point where the next grain to fall may cause part of the pile to collapse or, in
other words, trigger an avalanche. When the pile collapses, the base widens and the sand starts to
pile up again until the growing pile once again gets to the critical point and crumples. Through
this series of avalanches, the size of the pile varies as well. This variation of the local slopes
make it impossible to predict what will happen if a grain of sand is added at the critical point –
either a huge avalanche will be triggered or there will simply be small local rearrangements. The
only known fact is that there is higher probability for smaller avalanches to occur than larger
ones, following a power law behavior, which is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the sand pile model. The concept of SOC is depicted through avalanches in
a pile of grains of sand. The grains are dropped one by one as the pile ultimately reaches a critical
slope where the addition of a single grain can trigger avalanches of various sizes.

For some number of avalanches N as a function of its size s, the power law is defined as,
𝑁(𝑠) = 𝐴𝑠 −𝛽

(1)

where A is some constant and β is a power in the exponent. This relationship between the two
quantities results in one quantity to vary as a power of another.
Another property of the power law is its scale invariance. By scaling the avalanche size s by a
constant factor x, it results in a proportionate scaling of itself.
𝑁(𝑥𝑠) = 𝐴(𝑥𝑠)−𝛽 = 𝑥 −𝛽 𝑁(𝑠)

(2)

This means that the avalanche size is simply multiplied by the constant x-β, increasing the
maximum size of a possible avalanche. Thus, all power law distributions with different
avalanche sizes are scaled versions of each other. Figure 4 demonstrates the scale invariance in
the sand pile model.
From this behavior, a log-log plot between N(s) and s exhibits a linear line which is the main
feature of a power law5.
log(𝑁(𝑠)) = −𝛽 log(𝑠) + log(𝐴)

6

(3)

NUMBER OF AVALANCHES

NUMBER OF GRAINS IN AVALANCHE

Figure 3: Example of a power law distribution. Number of
avalanches and number of grains involved in an avalanche are
plotted in a log-log plot, which exhibits a straight line.

(a) 200 grains

(b) 1000 grains

β= -1.0

β= -1.0

Figure 4: Scale invariance in sand pile model. Log-log distribution of avalanche size
D(s) as a function of size (s) of a sand pile with (a) 200 grains (b) 1000 grains. Slope
of both system sizes is -1.0. Taken from [5].
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2.1.2. Avalanche definition in Protein Folding
In order to establish a connection between self-organized criticality and protein folding,
certain criteria should be determined. In an unfolded state, proteins seem to have the urgency
to fold and produce a particular order. So, the critical point is when the protein is at the
unfolded state since it is unstable and susceptible to folding. In comparison with the sand pile
model, an avalanche in a protein folding model can be linked to any number of consecutive
folds by the amino acid chain. The comparison between the two models is shown in Table 1.
From equation (3), a power-law behavior is expected from the log-log plot between the
numbers of consecutive folds vs the frequency of the occurrence of these folds.
Typically, the attributes of a power law behavior can be verified through the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test). The procedure involves generating a large number of
synthetic data sets of the power law distribution with estimated parameters, and is checked to
see if the generated data matches the observed data. This test is designed to test a hypothesis
for a given specified distribution. From this statistical test, the linearity of the log-log plot
can be confirmed by comparing the data with a best fit7.

Table 1: Avalanche definition comparison between protein folding model and sand-pile model.
PROTEIN FOLDING

SAND-PILE MODEL

CRITICAL TRAIT

Minimizing energy

Slope of sand

CRITICAL STATE

Non-native structure

Critical slope

AVALANCHES

Rapid change in structure

Grains of sand palling down the
pile

AVALANCHE SIZE

Number of consecutive folds
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Number of grains per avalanche

2.2. HP LATTICE PROTEIN MODEL
The hydrophobic-polar protein folding model, introduced by Ken A. Dill8, is a simplified
model for understanding how a protein folds in space. This lattice protein simplifies the protein
folding problem by grouping the 20 amino acids which compose proteins into two classes:
hydrophobic (H) and hydrophilic or polar (P)9. This model emphasizes the biological foundation
that hydrophobic interactions between the amino acids are the driving force for the protein to
fold into its native structure3. In real proteins, the water repelling hydrophobic amino acids shield
themselves from the fluid surface by grouping together in the core of the protein, while being
surrounded by the hydrophilic amino acids at the edges3. The HP model follows this
phenomenon by assigning a negative weight to the interactions between adjacent, non-covalently
bound H domains. This paper uses the HP model since it is a simplified model capable of
demonstrating the complexity observed in protein folding.
In this model, shown in Figure 5, the amino acids are represented by beads of uniform size.
The protein folding sequence is defined as a self-avoiding walk in a 3D cubic lattice. The bond
angles are always perpendicular to each other and the bonds have unit length which does not
stretch or shrink.

Figure 5: Three dimensional lattice protein model in its native (folded) state. The blue
squares represent the hydrophobic amino acids (H) and the red squares represent the
hydrophilic or polar amino acids (P).
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3.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The biological confirmation for the functionality of a protein chain is determined by its folded

three dimensional structures. In this paper, a Monte Carlo algorithm is implemented to
demonstrate the folding process on a cubic lattice. This simulation is commonly used in
understanding thermodynamic mechanisms and it relies on repeated random sampling to obtain
numerical results9. The folding and unfolding of proteins can be related to a phase change
problem from the thermodynamic point of view. The algorithm starts with a linear chain of
amino acids whose current energy is computed and stored temporarily for comparisons later.
Then, an amino acid is chosen randomly and is allowed to fold. This randomness highlights the
crucial detail of the system. The code has specific sets of rules that determines whether the fold
is allowed or not: bonds cannot stretch or break, multiple amino acids can move in a given
iteration and amino acids cannot exist in the same location. So, as the protein starts out with a
linear chain of amino acids, only the end of the chain is allowed to move as the other amino acids
would break the rule.
3.1. INTERACTION ENERGIES
The linear chain of amino acids starts off with an energy value of 0. Each amino acid in the
chain is randomly assigned between hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains. The interaction
energies are the energy values assigned between two nearest neighbor amino acid reaction. This
energy value depends on the interaction between the types of amino acid reaction. Table 2 shows
the different interaction energies between the amino acid types. The hydrophobic amino acid
reaction results in the most minimizing energy since their bonds are stronger. In the standard HP
model, the hydrophobic amino acid interactions decreases the energy value from 0 to -1 only. In
order to preserve computational efficiency, we made the interaction energy between hydrophobic
10

domains to be the most energy minimizing with a value of -10 to find the global minimum
energy quicker. The other interactions such as hydrophobic-polar and polar-polar are neutral.
Since the linear chain starts with an energy value of 0, the first amino acid reaction always
results in an allowed fold since the energy value decreases. However, as the folding process goes
on, the fold is either allowed or disallowed depending on the final energy calculation.

Table 2: Energy interaction based on amino acid types.
HYDROPHOBIC

HYDROPHILIC

HYDROPHOBIC

-10

-1

HYDROPHILIC

-1

-2

Figure 6: 2D representation of amino acid interactions between hydrophobic and
hydrophilic amino acids based on values shown in Table 2.
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3.2. FOLDING PROCEDURE
The flow diagram for the folding process is shown in Figure 7. After a possible move is
found, the energy of the system is calculated again and compared with the previous energy. If
this energy value is less than or equal to the previously stored value, the move is allowed. In
the case of an increase in energy, there is still a random chance for the protein to fold. The
probability of the fold occurring depends on the system’s thermal energy. Assuming the energy
of the new and old structures as E1 and E2 respectively, the probability condition parameter R is
given by
−(𝐸2 −𝐸1 )

𝑅 = exp (

𝑘𝐵 𝑇

)

(4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the system. The step is only
accepted if a random number generated from 0 to 1, is less than R. This means that higher energy
accounts for lesser probability of the fold occurring whereas a higher magnitude of temperature
means that the fold is more likely to occur. This algorithm is then repeated for a specific number
of iterations.

Figure 7: Flowchart representing the computation sequence of the folding process.
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3.3. ANNEALING FUNCTION
The thermal energy mentioned in the folding process is an integral part of the algorithm. In
order to allow the amino acid chain to get closer to the global minimum, the temperature of the
system should allow the thermal energy to make a fold that raises the system energy. This
thermodynamic process is exhibited through the annealing function.
Annealing is the process where the system starts in high temperature and the temperature is
decreased at a slow rate to bring the system to a lower energy level. In material science,
annealing is used as a heat treatment that alters the physical properties of a material by heating
the material, maintaining a suitable temperature, and then cooling. In the case of annealing in
protein folding, the temperature is lowered while the protein is folding to make it transition
quickly to a lower energy state. The energy of the amino acid chain keeps on decreasing until the
system reaches equilibrium energy. Thus, the temperature and energy are related as the protein is
folded by lowering the temperature as the energy of the protein decreased. The following
exponential function takes into account the relationship between temperature and energy, where
the function changes with respect to the energy, and the energy is lowered at constant
temperature.
𝑇 = 𝑇0 𝑒 𝐶𝐸

(5)

where T is the temperature, T0 is the initial temperature, C is a constant, and E is the interaction
energy between the amino acids. E will always have a negative or zero value since the energy
comes from the interaction energy values in Table 2 and the system initially starts from zero
energy. In order to determine the constant C value, equation 5 is rewritten to solve for C.
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𝐶 =

ln(𝑇)
𝐸

−

ln(𝑇0 )
𝐸

(6)

By plugging in the initial conditions in equation 6, the constant C can be determined. However,
in order to find the constant, the global minimum energy, E, must be estimated. In order to
estimate the value of E, the amino acid length, the average number of interactions an amino acid
has within the final structure and the average interaction energies must be estimated as well.
Through these estimations, the minimum energy can be found by multiplying them together.
𝐸 = 𝑁 ∗ 𝑍 ∗ 𝐴𝑉𝐼

(7)

Here, N is the amino acid length, Z is the number of nearest neighbors interacting per amino
acid, and AVI is half of the average interaction energy. Through previous research, best values
for N=15 amino acid chains were Z = 1.5 and T0 = 5, and for N = 30, Z = 1.75 and T0 = 610. From
these data set, the following general function was developed that could generate the constant C
value for any given amino acid chain length.
𝐶=

ln(𝑇)
5 𝑁
−𝑁( + )𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝐴𝑉𝐼)
3 45
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+

ln(𝑇0 )
5 𝑁
𝑁( + )𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝐴𝑉𝐼)
3 45

(8)

3.4. STOPPING AVALANCHES
To test the resilience of a self-organized critical system, we are abruptly changing one
thing in the system to see whether the system can still organize itself back to the critical state
or if the system will simply collapse. Each SOC system has a different resiliency, but all these
systems have the tendency to get back to the critical state no matter how long it will take. So, a
power law distribution is still expected but with a variation in the slope. To execute this test in
the folding process, we are stopping an avalanche from occurring early i.e. stopping an allowed
fold. The number of avalanches stopped depends on a randomly generated number between 0
and 1, which is compared to the percentage of avalanches we want to forcefully stop. If the
random number generated is less than the stopping percentage, the fold is not allowed. The
algorithm for this test is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Flowchart showing the avalanche stopping process.
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4.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
For the 3D lattice protein to demonstrate a self-organized critical behavior, a power law and

finite scaling characteristics in the avalanche distribution is expected. In this section, we
speculate on the relation of self-organized criticality with lattice proteins of 20 and 40 amino
acid chain lengths.
4.1. ALL HYDROPHOBIC AMINO ACID CHAIN
This analysis focuses on proteins with all hydrophobic amino acids. Since hydrophobicity
plays an integral role in the folding process as it stabilizes the folded state, this test evaluates
how the hydrophobic domains interact and follows a SOC behavior. The energy function favors
the contact between the hydrophobic amino acids, so our hypothesis is that an all hydrophobic
amino acid chain should exhibit a more linear trend in the power law. The log-log plot between
the frequency and folding size is illustrated in Figure 9. The statistics is based on 2000 runs and
includes the annealing function. The log plot exhibits a linear slope, which is expected for a
power law. Also, the two different system sizes 20 and 40 amino acid chains, both have similar
slopes: β20 ≈ -2.07 and β40 ≈-2.15, exhibiting scale invariance.

β ≈ -2.15
β ≈ -2.07

Figure 9: Log plot of avalanche frequency vs avalanche size for protein with length 20 and 40
amino acids with 2000 runs. The protein chain consists of all hydrophobic domains.
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4.2. HYDROPHOBIC-POLAR INTERACTION
This analysis looks at proteins with randomly chosen amino acids between Hydrophobic and
Hydrophilic. Following the HP Model, the amino acid chain is randomly assigned with
hydrophobic (H) and polar (P) domains. The protein in the native state will be in minimal HPenergy state. The log plot is shown in Figure 10, which is sampled from 20 and 40 amino acid
chains based on 2000 runs. The plot exhibits a power law behavior but is not as linear as the all
hydrophobic chain. This is because a lot of amino acid reactions are not energy minimizing due
to the presence of hydrophobic-polar and polar-polar interactions, which decreases the number of
avalanches. The avalanche distribution for the two system sizes also has similar slopes: β20 ≈ 1.74 and β40 ≈-1.69, showing scale invariance.

β ≈ -1.69
β ≈ -1.74

Figure 10: Log plot of avalanche frequency vs avalanche size for protein lengths 20 and 40
with randomly assigned hydrophobic (H) and polar (P) amino acids.
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4.3. AVALANCHE STOPPING
In the previous chapter, we discussed the robustness of the SOC system in protein folding by
abruptly stopping an avalanche from occurring. The accepted folds are stopped by 20%, 50% and
80% and compared with the non-interrupted avalanche distribution. Figure 11 shows the
variation in the power law behavior when the avalanches are stopped for a protein with 20 amino
acids for 250 runs. The slope of the power law changes as the percentage of avalanche stopped is
increased. It can be seen that the system does not follow a power law trend after 50% of the
avalanches is stopped as the linear slope starts to curve with the percentage increase. This shows
that the SOC system is vulnerable to collapsing if the avalanches are forcefully stopped. On the
contrary, the trend observed in Figure 11 does not show a gradual variation in the power law
slope with the percentage increase as we had hypothesized. The results showed somewhat of a
random change in the slope. Thus, further analysis is still required in this matter.

Figure 11: Variation in power law trend by abruptly stopping a fold from occurring. Graph shows log
plots between avalanche frequency and avalanche size for protein with 20 randomly assigned H-P
amino acids for 250 runs. Avalanches are stopped by 20%, 50% and 80%.
18

5.

CONCLUSION
Although the avalanche distribution exhibits power law behavior and scale invariance, we

cannot conclude that our 3D lattice protein folding model shows Self-Organized Criticality. This
is because we still need to investigate this property for longer amino acid chains. Our data right
now is only limited to 20 and 40 amino acid chains. Due to computational limitation,
investigating longer protein chains have been difficult. Also, the power law in the avalanche
distributions needs to be confirmed using the KS test, which was discussed in the theory section.
Furthermore, the avalanche stopping data shows that the power-law collapses very easily if
the folding process is even slightly disrupted. SOC systems are not supposed to be affected by
such disturbances in the avalanches. So, this might also be an indication that our lattice protein is
not following a SOC behavior.
For future research, the code should be optimized to allow longer chain proteins to run
efficiently. Also, models beyond lattice proteins should be investigated as well. By incorporating
real features of proteins like varying bond length and angles, further research can be done to
investigate SOC in protein folding.
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8.

APPENDIX
A. PROTEIN FOLDING CODE

%% User Settings
NUMBER = 15; % # of amino acids per protein
ITEDIV = 20;
MAXITE = ceil((-(1600000/3) + (380000/9) * NUMBER) / ITEDIV); % # of allowed
fold attempts per protein
RUNNUM = 75; % # of runs
%SCENARIO PARAMETERS
%Hydrophobicity
HYDROP = 1;
% 0 --> Random interaction energies
if HYDROP == 0
NUMTYP = 20;
ENRGYM = -rand(NUMTYP)*(abs(-2 - -4)) + -2;
ENRGYM = triu(ENRGYM) + triu(ENRGYM,1)'; %makes ENRGYM symmetrical across
diagonal
NEARES = 4/3 + NUMBER/90;
TSTART = 13/3 + 2*NUMBER/45;
TFINAL = 0.75; %The Temp at which the B-Factor can't be > Monte.
TITLES = ['N = ' num2str(NUMBER) ', Max Iter = ' num2str(MAXITE)];
end
% 1 --> Use HP for interaction energies
if HYDROP == 1
NUMTYP = 2;
ENRGYM = [-10, -1; -1, -2];
NEARES = 5/3 + NUMBER/45;
TSTART = 12;
TFINAL = 0.8;
TITLES = ['HP Model Annealing, N = ' num2str(NUMBER) ', Max Iter = '
num2str(MAXITE)];
end
%Temperature
TEMPER = 0;
% 0 --> Annealing Temperature
if TEMPER == 0
AVEINT = mean(mean(ENRGYM)) / 2;
FENRGY = - NUMBER * NEARES * abs(AVEINT);
CONSTANT = (log(TFINAL) / FENRGY) - (log(TSTART) / FENRGY);
%These will be used later to calculate the annealing temperature
else
% Non-zero --> Constant Temperature
T = TEMPER;
TITLES = ['Temp = ' num2str(TEMPER) ', N = ' num2str(NUMBER) ', Max Iter
= ' num2str(MAXITE)];
end
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%Amino Acid Type Assignment
% all hydrophobic amino acids
TYPELI = ones(1,NUMBER);
% random HP sequence
TYPELI = zeros (1, NUMBER);
For i = 1: NUMBER
TYPELI(i) = randi (NUMTYP);
%Interaction Energy Matrix
INTERE = zeros(NUMBER,NUMBER);
for i = 1:NUMBER
for j = 1:NUMBER
if i == j || i == (j+1) || i == (j-1)
INTERE(i,j) = 0;
else
INTERE(i,j) = ENRGYM(TYPELI(i),TYPELI(j));
end
end
end
Energy = zeros(1, MAXITE); %preallocates energy matrix for all runs/iters
%Avalanche Definition
NEWDEF = 1;
% 0 --> Old definition of avalanche (only energy reducing folds count)
% 1 --> New definition of avalanche (all accepted folds count)
%avalfold = zeros(RUNNUM, MAXITE);
avalnum = 0;
avalfolds = zeros(1,MAXITE);
%Stopping Avalanches
AVLSTP = 1;
if AVLSTP == 1
avalstop = 3; % maximum avalanche allowed without any interference
stopper = 20; %percentage of avalanche stopped
end
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------disp(['N: ' num2str(NUMBER) ', Runs: ' num2str(RUNNUM)])
disp('Parameters initialized. Simulation running...')
%% Run
%Timer
TIMECH = 0;
TIMEON = clock;
junx = 0;
juny = 0;
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UNIQUE = [num2str(fix(TIMEON(1))) ' ' num2str(fix(TIMEON(2))) ' '
num2str(fix(TIMEON(3))) ' ' num2str(fix(TIMEON(4))) ' '
num2str(fix(TIMEON(5))) ' ' num2str(fix(TIMEON(6)))];

for run = 1:RUNNUM
%Resets protein to flat state ever iteration
xyz = zeros(3, NUMBER); %3xN matrix of amino acid coordinates
xyz(1, :) = (1:NUMBER) - ceil(NUMBER / 2);
xyzd(:,:,1,run) = sqrt(bsxfun(@plus,dot(xyz,xyz,1)',dot(xyz,xyz,1))2*(xyz'*xyz));
tempxyzd = xyzd(:,:,1,run);
% Preallocating variables inside the run loop & refresh every new run
DE = zeros(1, MAXITE);
Elast = 0;
marker = 0;
%Folding
for iter = 1:MAXITE
%Get Initial Energy before fold
Einit = Elast;
Energy(1,iter) = Einit; % This is finding the initial energy before
the next possible fold
%initiate annealing
if TEMPER == 0
T = TSTART*exp(CONSTANT * Einit); % The annealing function
end
%initiate folding flag and amino acid array
flag = 0;
if iter ==1
numarray = [1,NUMBER];
else
numarray = 1:1:NUMBER;
end

%Find possible fold
num = randi(length(numarray));% num is a random amino acid
tmppoint = xyz(:, num); % saves the starting coordinates of the
random amino acid to a temporary var.
if num == 1 %if the first amino acid is chosen
next = 2;
p_av = get_aroundp(xyz(:, next));
p_av = p_av';
elseif num == NUMBER %if the last amino acid is chosen
pre = NUMBER - 1;
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p_av = get_aroundp(xyz(:, pre));
p_av = p_av';
else %code if any other amino acid is chosen
next = num + 1;
pre = num - 1;
ptem1 = get_aroundp(xyz(:, next));
ptem2 = get_aroundp(xyz(:, pre));
ind1 = ismember(ptem1',ptem2','rows');
if all(ind1==0)
p_av = [];
else
p_av = ptem1(:,ind1)';
%
p_av = intersect(ptem1', ptem2', 'rows'); %p_av stores all
coordinates of possible moves of the amino acid.
end
end
if ~isempty(p_av)
p_av = setdiff(p_av, xyz','rows'); % Eliminates already occupied
positions (so that it can't fold into a space already occupied)
p_av = p_av';
end

%Possible fold found
while ~isempty(p_av) && flag == 0
poss_move = randi(length(p_av(1, :)));
xyz(:, num) = p_av(:, poss_move);
%Calculate final energy
nrg = 0;
xyzd(:,:,1,run) =
sqrt(bsxfun(@plus,dot(xyz,xyz,1)',dot(xyz,xyz,1))-2*(xyz'*xyz));
tempxyzd = xyzd(:,:,1,run);
distances = triu(xyzd(:,:,1,run));
[r,c] = find(distances == 1);
nebrs = [r c];
for i = 1:length(nebrs)
pair = nebrs(i,:);
nrg = nrg + INTERE(pair(1,1),pair(1,2));
end
Efinal = nrg;
%Check if fold is allowed
DE(iter) = (Efinal - Einit);
if DE(iter) < 0
flag = 1;
Elast = Efinal;
else
boltz = exp(-DE(iter)/T);
monte = rand(1);
if monte < boltz
flag = 1;
Elast = Efinal;
else
flag = 0;
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p_av(:, poss_move) = [];
possible move from p_av
end
end
if AVLSTP == 1
if marker >= avalstop
if rand(1) < stopper/100
flag = 0;
xyz = tmpprotein;
end
end
end
if flag == 0
xyz(:, num) = tmppoint;
Elast = Einit;
end
end
numarray(:,num)=[];
from the array
end

% this removes the failed

% removes the amino acid that couldn't fold

% Avalanche Code
if NEWDEF == 1 % Counts any fold towards avalanche
%avalfold(run,iter) = flag;
% adding DE(iter) < 0 only counts energy reducing folds
if flag == 1
marker = marker + 1;
if AVLSTP == 1
if marker == 1
tmpprotein = xyz;
end
end
else
if marker ~= 0
avalnum = avalnum + 1;
avalfolds(1, avalnum) = marker;
marker = 0;
end
end
end
% Time of Completion
if TIMECH == 0 && ((iter * run) / (MAXITE * RUNNUM) >= 0.10)
TIMECH = 1;
TOTALT = fliplr(fix((clock - TIMEON) * 1/((iter * run) / (MAXITE
* RUNNUM))));
for m = 1 : 2
for time = 1 : 5
if time == 1 || time == 2 || time == 3
% Second, Minutes, Hour
junkx = TOTALT(time)/60;
TOTALT(time) = (junkx - floor(junkx)) * 60;
elseif time == 4
% Day
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junkx = TOTALT(time)/24;
TOTALT(time) = (junkx - floor(junkx)) * 24;
elseif time == 5
% Month
junkx = TOTALT(time)/30;
TOTALT(time) = (junkx - floor(junkx)) * 30;
end
TOTALT(time + 1) = TOTALT(time + 1) + floor(junkx);
end
if m == 1
disp(['Estimated Runtime: ' num2str(TOTALT(6)) ' Years, '
num2str(TOTALT(5)) ' Months, ' num2str(TOTALT(4)) ' Days, '
num2str(TOTALT(3)) ' Hours, ' num2str(TOTALT(2)) ' Minutes, '
num2str(TOTALT(1)) ' Seconds.'])
TOTALT = TOTALT + fliplr(fix(clock));
else
disp(['Estimated Date of Completion: ' num2str(TOTALT(6))
'-' num2str(TOTALT(5)) '-' num2str(TOTALT(4)) ' @ ' num2str(TOTALT(3)) ':'
num2str(TOTALT(2)) ':' num2str(TOTALT(1))])
end
end
end
end %Done folding
end %All runs complete

function p_av=get_aroundp(coord)
p_mov = [1,-1,0,0,0,0;0,0,1,-1,0,0;0,0,0,0,1,-1];
% p_mov is a 3x6 matrix showing possible moves in a 3D lattice. Each column
represents a possible change in position.
pig = zeros(3,6);
% This loop assigns the coordinates of the amino acid to each column of the
pig matrix.
for n = 1:6
pig(:,n) = coord;
end
p_av = pig + p_mov;
% p_av is the matrix of FILE_NAMEs an amino acid can go to.
end
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B. DATA ANALYSIS CODE
% Avalanche Data
avalfolds(avalnum+1:MAXITE) = [];
figure(2)
plot(Energy(1,:))
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Energy')
axis tight
pause(0)
grid off;
if TEMPER == 0
title(TITLES)
end
figure(3)
[rFREQENC, iAVASIZE] = hist(avalfolds, 1:max(avalfolds));
rAVADATA = cat(2,iAVASIZE',rFREQENC');
RMVROW = rAVADATA(rAVADATA(:,2)==0);
for i = 1:length(RMVROW)
rAVADATA(rAVADATA(:,1) == RMVROW(i,1),:) = [];
end
loglog(rAVADATA(:,1), rAVADATA(:,2)/RUNNUM, 'sk', 'MarkerFaceColor',
'k')
xlabel('avalanche size')
ylabel('avalanche frequency')
else
figure(1)
plot(Energy(1,:))
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Energy')
axis tight
pause(0)
grid off;
if TEMPER == 0
title(TITLES)
end
figure(2)
axis square
subplot(1,2,1)
plot3(xyz(1,:),xyz(2,:),xyz(3,:),'-s','LineWidth',1)
xlabel('x')
ylabel('y')
zlabel('z')
axis([-NUMBER/4 NUMBER/4 -NUMBER/4 NUMBER/4 -NUMBER/4 NUMBER/4])
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(Energy(1,:))
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Energy')
title(TITLES)
axis tight
pause(0)
grid off;
end
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